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Abstract: There is no doubt that two-dimensional (2D) materials remain one of the hottest topics in materials science, chemistry, and condensed
matter physics. Graphene represents the first two-dimensional covalent material prototype. Our work aims at progressing in the early stages of precompetitive industrial development of 2D-inks in green solvents. This work presents a green solvent-based, simple, cheap, and scalable procedure to
produce graphene suspensions suitable for the high-quality coating of textile fibers. The methodology used in this work is the generation of graphene
suspensions by Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE)[1] and their application to non-woven polypropylene (PP) fibers by nebulization or immersion. The results
show that we can modify the fibers with different graphene loads per surface area, coating the fibers completely. Studies have also shown that this
coating makes the fabrics more selective against coronavirus than unmodified polypropylene. These results, therefore, suggest a simple methodology
for the modification of fabrics and surfaces with suspensions of graphene or other 2D materials[2-4] that may pave the way for a wide range of smart and
specific coatings for a great variety of applications.
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Schematic representation of 2D-Ink generation via Liquid-Phase Exfoliation and application on fabric surfaces: Graphene suspension
generated by LPE in a semi-industrial batch and both types of application. Nebulization with own-fabrication nebulization tip and a dip-coating process
via immersion.
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Characterization fabric coating: Microscopies analysis a) SEM PP, b)SEM Graphene
Modified PP c) Raman spectrum of modified fiber, subtracting the PP Raman spectrum
and Raman mapping.
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Characterization of 2D-Ink: Microscopies images a) SEM,
b) TEM c) AFM and AFM statistics.

Viral studies: Studies of viral interaction with graphene versus PP. Three types of
viruses were studied, a lipidic virus (HCIV-1), a proteic virus (Rotavirus) and porcine
coronavirus (TGEV).
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out on fabrics in two ways: immersion and nebulization. In
the case of nebulization, this is a self-developed technology
that paves the way for its use in the modification of
different surfaces with graphene or the 2D-inks that are
currently being produced in our research group. In addition,
this study opens the possibility of establishing a library of
specific materials for a wide range of viruses.
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2D-Inks: Alternative 2D-Inks currently
being explored. From left to right Germanene
(Ge), Bismuthene (Bi), Molybdenum disulfide
(MoS2), hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) and
Graphene Oxide (GO).
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